Amperometric multidetection with composite enzyme electrodes.
The use of composite biosensors for multianalyte detection strategies is discussed. Graphite-Teflon rigid composite biosensors offer the possibility of coimmobilization of several enzymes by simple physical inclusion in the bulk of the electrode matrix with no covalent linkages. A novel trienzyme graphite-Teflon-glucose oxidase (GOD)-alcohol oxidase (AOD)-peroxidase (HRP)-ferrocene bisosensor yielded amperometric steady-state currents similar to those obtained with graphite-Teflon-GOD-HRP-ferrocene and graphite-Teflon-AOD-HRP-ferrocene electrodes for the same concentration of glucose and ethanol, respectively. The performance of the trienzyme biosensor for multianalyte detection was evaluated with the simultaneous determination of glucose and ethanol after separation by HPLC, in samples of sweet wine. The simultaneous analysis of several analytes in the same sample should imply that, with an adequate dilution, the concentration levels of the analytes can be included within the ranges of linearity of the corresponding calibration plots. The use of two composite biosensors in a parallel configuration, so that different analytes can be simultaneously detected with no need of chromatographic separation, is also discussed. The usefulness of this approach was evaluated by the simultaneous analysis of glucose and ethanol in sweet wine, and of glucose and lactic acid in red wine.